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ANKARA, Turkey ... Iran to evade U.S. sanctions worth $20 billion. “If the court sentences Halkbank, it is going to be devastating for the Turkish economy and I don’t see how you can have a ...
Call me? US-Turkey reset faces long list of hurdles
A reset of Saudi-Iran ties will take time. Herein lies the weak spot, as variables come into play. Fundamentally, the regional balance is tilting in favour of Iran as its integration into the world ...
Saudi-Iran Reset Will Take Time
With the reset in ties with Qatar, Iran has now added a second “Sunni” state to its ... whereas the thugs of 'Antifa and BLM who hate my country (and America too in my view) just as much are getting ...
What Iran-Qatar reset means for Syria
Turkey’s foreign minister is visiting Saudi Arabia in a bid to repair deeply strained relations. The visit is part of broader regional efforts by Ankara to stem its growing isolation in the region.
Turkey Steps Up Efforts to Win Back Mideast Partners
An Iranian senior official says Turkey has to rethink its policies on Syria, the NATO missile shield and promoting Muslim secularism in the Arab world -- or face trouble from its own people, and neigh ...
Iran tells Turkey: change tack or face trouble
The United States and Iran are at a logjam regarding a return to the deal as they undergo indirect diplomatic negotiations with European interlocutors and other members of the JCPOA, including ...
Natanz Sabotage Proves America Must Reset Its Middle East Policy
ANKARA (Reuters) - Thousands of people gathered outside the Israeli embassy in Ankara and its consulate in Istanbul to protest at Israeli actions against Palestinians on Monday while President Tayyip ...
In Turkey, Protests Against Israel Over Surge in Violence
Central Asia and Iran. The argument against America recognizing the genocide was that the US must think “geopolitically” and not use a “stunt” to hurt Turkey’s feelings. This is the same ...
Turkey’s genocide blackmail: Threats to work closer with Iran and Russia
Now residing in eastern Turkey's Van province, he asked VOA to conceal his full name to avoid harassment by transphobic people in the host region. "I really wished to find a peaceful life in Iran ...
LGBT People Fleeing Harassment in Iran Find Life No Easier in Turkey
Russia’s influence in the Middle East, however, was enhanced through its support to Syria in the civil war, to Iraq in its post-war dispensation and to Iran in the quest to partially overcome ...
Syed Ata Hasnain | Russian power play sees a key South Asian reset
But America’s assassination of Qasem Soleimani, a key Iranian general, prompted “a reassessment of risk” and sent investors scurrying into safe-haven assets. After Iran’s retaliatory ...
US vs Iran: threat of war shakes the world
It's encouraging to see that Tehran has already signaled its willingness to continue engaging on the recent fuel swap deal with Brazil and Turkey ... deploy Iran as a thorn in America's side ...
The Realist Prism: Obama Makes Fragile Gains on Iran and Russia
Pakistan’s Prime Minister Imran Khan has started a three-day visit to Saudi Arabia in an effort to reset relations after tensions between the longtime allies in recent years. Khan’s arrival in Riyadh ...
Pakistani Prime Minister Khan visits Saudi Arabia to reset ties
Israeli gymnast grabs gold in exercise with clubs at Rhythmic Gymnastics World Cup in Baku Society 9 May 15:24 Leadership of Azerbaijani MoD paid tribute to memory of compatriots, who died in ...
Iran and Turkey trade declines
The president is expected to appear Monday night with frontline workers in the battle against the coronavirus and with six Americans held hostage in Iran ... “Trump’s America is a land ...
Rescued hostages to be featured as part of GOP convention kickoff program
It included a 90-day ceasefire; talks under the auspices of the UN for a consensus plan for Afghanistan among the US, Russia, China, Pakistan, Iran and India; and a meeting in Turkey between the ...
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